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Welcome to the AA Meeting Statistics and Feedback App.
This App has been designed to make it easy for the GSR to give
Group Meetings feedback to the Delegate, who, in turn, can pass
on the correlated statistics and feedback to the Area or the GSO.
During our monthly District GSR meetings, a lot of time was taken
remembering all the details of what was happening in the meetings
and as a result of the COVID-19 lock-down situation, we resorted
to ZOOM sessions.
The consequence of this was a suggestion that we give our group
feedback electronically so as to save time and resources.
Essentially how it works, is that the GSR will capture the basic
information - a breakdown of attendees, 7th Tradition
contributions, sales, purchases and other expenses, and if
necessary, some information about the service positions and
whatever else is deemed as pertinent information.
The following Pages give a quick outline of the way it works.
It has been designed with user-friendliness and simplicity in mind
and within a few minutes, fairly comprehensive feedback can be
emailed to the Delegate for correlation.

Keeping it Simple

Enjoy.
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The very first time the App is run, you will get a few messages.
The first message will ask you if you want to read this user-guide.

The next message will ask you to
capture the Default Information.
The default information is
necessary for Automatic
Population of certain fields when

capturing the Meeting Statistics for emailing the information
through to the Delegate for correlation and feedback to Area.

NB: Whenever this button turns
Green, the it means the current
information has not been
saved. Tap it to Save (Post).

AA Meeting Statistics & Feedback - Start Screen...
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Once the Default information has been captured, the Start Screen
will be displayed. When the App is run again, it will go straight to
this screen and should you wish to edit the Defaults, just Tap the
Defaults Button.
The various modules are accessed from this screen by a Tap on
the appropriate button as indicated by its caption.
Each Module will be covered in more detail on the following pages.
Tapping the Capture Button will give you two choices, to either
Capture a New Meeting, or to Browse those already Captured.
(See Floating)
This App is for Android only. (There is a also a Windows version
available - same thing - just a few minor differences).
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This is where the Meeting Statistics are captured. Tap on the
“New...” Button, and a new record of the meeting will be opened.
The District, Group and Date will be automatically populated from
the Defaults. The cursor will be focused on the “CORE” Field ready
for input.
There are 4 Capture Screens - Meeting, Income, Expenses and
Comments - Swipe to Navigate
The totals are automatically calculated when exiting a field and on
Save.
Just to the right of some of the fields are tiny little buttons. Tapping
these buttons will open a related mini-module for easily inserting
pre-defined values or correcting the Date. User Defined List Items
can also be added and removed from these Look-up List Modules
(See Floating Images Below)
…/2
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The Controls Bar (Top)
Navigation Bar (Bottom)
Adds a new Record
When Green, Tap to Save (Post) the current Edited Data
Delete the current Record (Will prompt)
Record No. / Number Of Records
Tap to go to The Grid View Screen
Goes Back to the Start Screen
Launches the Share Feature (Email, WhatsApp...)
Prior / Next Entry (Tap and Hold to Repeat)

AA Meeting Statistics & Feedback - The Grid View...
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The Grid View module gives one an overview of all the meetings
captured so far. It can be filtered to Display Periods
The Stats Module gives a breakdown of Totals and Averages.
The Controls Bar (Top)
Navigation Bar (Bottom)
Goes Back to the Capture Screen
Opens a Filtering Module (Pic 2 Below)
Displays Statistics of the Grid Data (Next Page...)
Record No. / Number Of Records
Goes Back to the Start Screen
Prior / Next Entry (Tap and Hold to Repeat)
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The Stats. Report is really just a quick overview of the captured
Meetings Data, broken down into Totals and Averages as per the
filtering of the data by Period (and group).
If the Data is Filtered, The actual filter expression is displayed at
the very bottom of the Stats Sheet, so one can understand the
aggregated output.
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The Members Module is a List of the Group’s Members. It has
fields for their Name, Contact Number, Sobriety date, Email
address and Service position (if holding).
It can be filtered to All members, or only those holding Service
positions.
It also has a few nifty built-in features, in that it gives the Days
Sober and also “knows” the members Anniversary (lest we forget)
with a Tap on the Cake Button and then select a Month (See
Floating). Upcoming Anniversaries are displayed at App Launch or
by Tapping the “This Week (and Next)...” Button.

When the App is Launched,
it will check for Anniversaries
and Display the Upcoming
Anniversaries if any.
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The Literature Price List really has nothing to do with Statistics or
Feedback, but is really jut a “Nice to have” little module. Very often
at meetings the librarian is absent or doesn’t know the price of the
literature, so it is handy to have on one’s phone.
There is of course, also the difficulty in finding the item of literature
on the price list sent out from the Area Office. It is ordered by code
and is somewhat cumbersome. This price list is Alphabetical.
One can select a popular item and Flag it. Then when one filters it
by Flagged, it is then a short-list of the most popular and easy to
find.
When the price list gets updated, or when Literature is Sold, or
Purchased, the built in Editing feature makes it easy to adjust the
Price and or Quantity in stock. Please Note: The little No Entry
Button will clear the Qty. IS Field (Not Kept). A “0” (Zero) will still
show as Stock, but means the Group has Run Out of that Item.
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Tapping on the Service Manual Button on the Start Screen will
launch a PDF Reader (You need to have the Reader installed Some Phones have it pre-installed) with the AA Service Manual
loaded for perusal.

AA Meeting Statistics & Feedback - In Conclusion...
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The fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous is autonomous at Group
level, and is self supporting. When a member takes on the service
position as the Group GSR, they become aware of an underlying
structure that is recognised and that has worked well for many
decades in carrying the message - our primary purpose.
The GSR forms the link between the individual member and the
Fellowship as a global organisation dedicated to the recovery of
alcoholism. The GSR is not an Important Alcoholic (there is no
such thing), however, the service position is critical in relaying
information and guidance in both directions - from the group
members to the General Service Conference and of course, from
the Conference to the members - the conduit being the Delegate.
A special word of thanks to Chris C and Debbie C for their input.

Yours in Service.

